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Messen, January 2022
Dear business partner
After 20 years as design engineer, project and production manager at Gisiger-Technik AG, I was co-founder of the
successor company GT Zesor AG and its managing director since 2004. Together with our longtime employees, we have
succeeded in further developing the company and our products, adapting them to the ever-changing requirements and
successfully establishing them on the market. It has always been our desire to work out specific solutions together with
our customers on the basis of uncomplicated and direct cooperation and to manufacture the appropriate equipment
and systems for them.
Due to my upcoming retirement, we have been working on an internal succession plan for the last two years. Today, we
are in the fortunate position of being able to announce a solution that is very pleasing for all the parties involved.
Matthias Meier and Alain Knuchel have taken over the operational management of the company as of January 1st 2022
and together form the new Management Board of GT Zesor AG. Matthias Meier has already taken on a great deal of
responsibility at GT Zesor AG over the last five years and his commitment has made a significant contribution to our
success. With Alain Knuchel, we were able to sustainably strengthen our team with an experienced manager in
November 2021. Thanks to their different backgrounds, the two graduates in mechanical engineering ideally
complement each other and bring along excellent prerequisites for the new challenge.
The new management will continue to have me at their disposal as a consultant and I will be increasingly involved in
internal projects. I would like to take this opportunity to thank you very much for the many years of friendly partnership.
I look forward to your continued loyalty to GT Zesor AG in the future.
Best regards

Gerhard Wacker
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------We take over:
It is a great honor for us to lead GT Zesor AG into the future. As the new management team, we are committed to
continuity and maintain our focus on customer needs. We want to sustainably adapt our innovative products and
services to changing requirements. We see digitalization as an opportunity and look forward to the developments that
will result from it.
Our vision includes the holistic, material or energetic utilization of renewable resources and residues. In addition to the
worldwide distribution of technically advanced systems, we also maintain a regional offering for general mechanicaltechnical solutions. Our business activities should benefit the environment, the current society as well as future
generations.
We would like to thank Gerhard Wacker for the trust he has placed in us and for the excellent cooperation during the
handover process. We are extremely pleased to have this unique opportunity, one that we will approach and embrace
with great motivation and appreciation for what has been achieved so far.
Best regards

Matthias Meier

Alain Knuchel

